
CalculatedRisk.java 

 

Polynomials are used as models of plenty of risky behaviors.  How many AIDS cases in the US are likely in 2017?  If an 

hour has passed, what is the concentration of a specific drug in my blood?  What will be the US population in 2020 (how 

many will I be competing with for resources)?  How much toxin is present at a point downstream from a factory 

(depending on the hour of the day)? 

 

Your teacher will are assign you a polynomial to work with in class.  (If you do something not assigned, you may not earn 

credit.)  Read these entire directions before beginning typing. 

 

A. estimated no of AIDS cases = 345.14t
2
 - 1705.7t+42904   

t = time since a population is exposed (years) 

 

B. concentration of drug in blood = 0.003x
3
 – 0.093x

2
 + 0.504x.   

x = time since drug was taken (hours).  Drug concentration is in mg/dL. 

 

C. pop of disease-ridden birds = 0.002x
3
 + 0.024x

2
 - 5.3x + 9.2   

x = days since the disease began in the population 

 

D. Number of lung cancer cases per 1000 females = 0.00028t
3
 – 0.011t

2
 + 0.23t + 0.93  

t = years since 1930 (t = 0 in 1930) 

 

E. Toxin concentration = -0.006x
4
 + 0.23x

3
 – 0.07x

2
 + 0.03x    

x = hour of the day (a value between 0 and 24), concentration is in ppm 

 

F. pop in US (in millions)= 0.008597t
2
 + 1.1738t + 76.41    

t = years since 1900 

 

G. Rate of natural gas leakage = p
3
 – 5p

2
 + 20     

p = pressure of the tank above an initial setting (p = 0) 

 

H. Concentration of radioactive dye in blood= -0.006x
4
 + 0.140x

3
 – 0.53x

2
 + 1.79x  

x = time (seconds) since dye was injected.  Concentration is in mg/dL. 

 

Write a method for the outcome (dependent variable) when the independent variable is provided:  

a) with an appropriate name (use appropriate naming conventions, be sure your method has a meaningful name) 

b) That uses a parameter that follows good naming and data type choice conventions 

c) Calculates using the parameter. 

d) Clearly prints with context, using reasonable formatting (Format or printf) based on your type of information. 

e) Use methods from the Math class as described on your handout in class. 

 

Write a method for obtaining input.  Be sure to use Scanner with the appropriate method for reading the input, then call 

the calculation method (described above), passing your inputted parameter. 

 

Write main – you should only call your input method from here (main’s body contains only one line of code). 

 

This program uses local variables only.  No variables are global. 

 

Your program needs thorough documentation (pseudocode).  Include a testing plan with sample values and thorough 

coverage of data types you would use in testing.  Pseudocode will be graded before Java code is written; your teacher may 

give you a pseudocode grade the second (s)he starts seeing Java code. 

 At minimum, beyond the name, date, program description, and testing plan, the pseudocode should include 

comments that are specific for what each method does, next to each method header or in the body of each method.  Any 

processing step (e.g. getting input, calculation, printing output) needs to include a comment written at or immediately near 

the same line where it will occur in the program. 

 

Be sure to test your program thoroughly (use your testing plan) before being graded for your code. 


